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Epazote
Native to Central America and parts of Mexico, epazote is a 
leafy herb with a strong smell and flavor, as well as a history 
of both culinary and medicinal use dating back thousands 
of years to the Aztecs and Mayans. The herb’s name—a 
nod to its pungency—comes from the Nahuatl words 
for “skunk” and “sweat.” Epazote’s bitter flavor—often 
described as peppery and minty, and likened to fennel and 
tarragon—mellows with cooking, however, with epazote 
most traditionally used in frijoles de la olla (beans in a pot). 
Among its many nutritional benefits, epazote is known for 
its gas-relieving properties.

Epazote can be found in Mexican grocery stores 
or cultivated for culinary use. New York caterer Great 
Performances, for example, grows epazote at its organic 
Katchkie Farm to use in recipes at its Latin-inspired vegan 
restaurant Mae Mae Café (see article on p. 36). Best used 
sparingly, epazote adds an earthy flavor to soups, tamales, 
egg dishes, moles and quesadillas.

T he official catering partner for the 
Pérez Art Museum Miami (PAMM) 
and the Norton Museum of Art in 

West Palm Beach, Florida, Constellation 
Culinary Group is creating distinctive group 
catering menu items inspired by famous 
artists on exhibition. 

As an ode to Andy Warhol’s famous 
painting of Campbell’s Soup cans, for 
example, Constellation is serving up gourmet 
tomato soup alongside sliced artisan bread 
in a branded soup can. Warhol pieces 
are currently part of PAMM’s “Marisol 
and Warhol Take New York” exhibition, 
through Sept. 5, and a few of his works 
are on permanent display at the Norton. 
Constellation aims to provide groups with 
a fully immersive experience that connects 
them with the works at the museums. Both 
PAMM and the Norton offer a variety of 
indoor and outdoor event spaces. For more 
information, visit constellationculinary.com.
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BizBash Names 
10 Industry Innovators
Events and meetings publication 
BizBash named 10 Industry Innovators 
for 2022. The Innovators were chosen for 
continuing to study and improve their 
craft despite the industry’s challenges 
over the past couple of years, and for 
“finding clever ways to accommodate 
the ever-changing regulations, to 
incorporate interesting new flavors, 
to keep expanding their businesses 
and, most of all, to offer a delicious and 
memorable experience for eventgoers.”

The 2022 Industry Innovators are (pictured 
right, listed by column, starting at top left):

• Thomas Whelan, director of banquets, 
Levy Convention Centers (Boston)

• Robin Selden, managing partner 
and executive chef, Marcia Selden 
Catering (Stamford, Connecticut)

The Skorr Lid Lock takes the Skorr Chafer to the next level
BY SARA PEREZ WEBBER

Keep a Lid on It

In the mid-1980s, Robert Skorr came up 
with a successful idea.

He had worked in a restaurant in 
college and was put in charge of catering on 
Sundays. Skorr became very familiar with 
stainless-steel chafing stands. After seeing 
a “very poor rendition” of a wire chafing 
stand, he knew he could create a much 
superior version.

Combining his background in 
engineering, degree in marketing and 
familiarity with wire fabrication—his father 
was in that business—he invented the Skorr 
Chafer. Skorr markets it as “the safer chafer,” 
due to its wide stance, better balance and 
large opening for placing fuel cans.

“We’ve produced and sold over 50 million 
units” of the Skorr Chafer, says Skorr.

To learn more about or purchase the Skorr Lid Lock, visit skorr.com.
The Skorr Lid Lock is also available at amazon.com.

A New Invention
About 8.5 years ago, Skorr came up with an 
idea that would improve his popular chafer. 
He had noticed the struggle to keep food 
safe when outdoors. To prevent food from 
cooling off and to keep bugs away, he noticed, 
“people would put another pan on top of the 
chafer and hold it in place with a rock.”

To solve the problem, Skorr invented 
the Skorr Lid Lock. He designed it, tested 
a few prototypes before “nailing it,” as 
Skorr says, and applied for a patent. The 
patent-pending Skorr Lid Lock debuted at 
the recent National Restaurant Association 
Show in Chicago.

The Skorr Lid Lock features handles on 
each side of the chafer. When an aluminum 
chafing pan is placed upside-down on top 

of the bottom chafing pan, the Lid Lock’s 
handles swing up to hold the pans together. 
Not only does the Lid Lock keep bugs 
and flies away, but it also helps keep food 
deliciously warm and moist. 

Safer Transport
The Skorr Lid Lock has an additional 
benefit. “One caterer told me, ‘It’s going to 
be much easier at the end of the event to 
carry the chafer to the sink and dump the 
water,’” says Skorr. “A tricky maneuver has 
just been made a lot easier, because the 
Lid Lock handles swing up above the water 
pan, which lowers the center of gravity, 
increasing stability. There’s no way that’s 
swinging out of your hands. The feeling you 
get is total safety and security.”

With the Skorr Lid Lock, 
handles on both sides of the 

chafer swing up to hold the 
chafing pans together.

• Adam Haverland, 
executive chef,  
JW Marriott, Anaheim 
Resort (California)

• Kashif Browne, executive 
chef, Ridgewells Catering 
(Washington, D.C.)

• Adelee Cabrera, vice 
president of operations, 
Elior North America (Miami)

• Lauren Koeppe, CEO 
and co-founder, Create 
Hospitality (Los Angeles)

• Fausto Pifferrer, 
co-founder, Blue Elephant Events 
and Catering (Saco, Maine)

• Lucas Margulis, founder and 
president, HIGH BAR Hospitality 
& Event Group (Toronto)

• Bill Hansen, CEO, Bill Hansen 
Hospitality Group (Miami)

• Alexa Babbin Winter, chief 
events officer, Pinch Food Design  
(New York)

For more information, 
visit bizbash.com.
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T he 2022 National Restaurant Association Show, which took place May 21-24 
at McCormick Place in Chicago, featured the largest showcase of foodservice 
innovations in the event’s history. Recipients of the 2022, 2021 and 2020 

Kitchen Innovations (KI) Awards were all on display, making it the show’s largest 
Kitchen Innovations Showroom ever. 

The KI Awards recipients were selected by an independent panel of judges 
comprised of industry leaders and internationally recognized food facility 
consultants, multi-unit executives and design experts. The recipients “reflected the 
trends and topics most important to foodservice operators today, while generating 
industry growth through a focus on automation, efficiency, safety improvements, 
sustainability and more,” according to a show press release.

Events catered by D'Amico Catering at the Walker Art Center in Minneapolis

THE 2022 KITCHEN INNOVATIONS 
AWARDS RECIPIENTS ARE:

Converge Multi-Cook Ovens
 Alto-Shaam, Inc.
Building on the invention of the multi-
cook oven category, Converge ovens 
pair vertical, patented Structured Air 
Technology with steam capability in each 
chamber. With up to three independent 
chambers per oven, the self-cleaning 
Converge can cook three different 
foods simultaneously—all at different 
temperatures, fan speeds, humidity 
levels and cook times.

Botrista DrinkBot
 Botrista Technology
Botrista’s new turnkey beverage 
program offers unique Drinkbot 
equipment alongside a line of 
pre-packaged ingredients in a 
proprietary bag-in-box format to 
deliver infused teas, lattes, flavored 
lemonades, iced coffees and much 
more, all within five square feet.

Duke Waterless Well
Duke Manufacturing Co.
Waterless wells have solved the chronic water issues of steam, 
lime, scorching, plumbing and so on, and now Duke adds its own 
advances with programmable temperatures for high-medium-low 
settings and a large, intuitive touchscreen for each well, including 
service diagnostics and alerts.

Kitchen Controller
 Frontline International
More than filtration, Kitchen 
Controller is an end-to-end 
automated oil management 
system that monitors oil quality 
via a handheld fry-vat sensor and 
communicates condition and 
recommended actions to help extend 
oil life, such as skimming, topping 
off or changing out. Managers can 
remotely monitor functions and 
verify recommendations are 
being performed.

Recipients of the Kitchen 
Innovations Awards 
Showcased at the National 
Restaurant Association Show

D ’Amico Catering has resumed exclusive 
catering and planning services for all private 
events at the Walker Art Center in downtown 

Minneapolis. D’Amico managed the center’s special 
events and food service from 2011-2016.

D’Amico Catering’s parent company, D’Amico & 
Partners, is a leading restaurant and catering operator 
in the Twin Cities and Naples, Florida. D’Amico Catering 
is the exclusive catering operator for 10 venues and a 
preferred vendor for many more. For more information, 
visit damicocatering.com/venues/walker.

D’Amico Catering 
Returns to 
Walker Art Center

CFE TRAINING provides 100% Online Staff 
Training with an average cost of only $10/
employee for access to a suite of 25+ courses.

CFE TRAINING provides online, on-demand staff training 
courses for the foodservice and event industries making it 
easier to ensure that staff members are properly and cost-
effectively trained at a time when we need it most. 

Courses offered by CFE Training range from food safety and 
customer service to allergen training and bartender training. 
The catalog includes both crew-level and managerial training, 
with select courses offered in English and Spanish.

Also, courses can be used to satisfy certain state and corporate 
brand requirements, such as the sexual harassment courses 
and food safety training courses.

Learn more and book all courses at:

Tested. Proven. Used by industry leaders.

cfetraining.com
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WMF 5000S+ Fully-Automatic 
Coffee Machine
WMF Americas, Inc.
The WMF 5000 S+ represents a feat of modern 
engineering for the fully automatic espresso machine 
category. New features include the groundbreaking 
AutoClean system, which is capable of eliminating any 
common hygiene issues related to milk. The WMF 
5000 S+ allows operators to execute a top-quality 
coffee program with minimal staff oversight.

T&S EasyInstall Hose Reel Cabinet
 T&S Brass and Bronze 
The T&S EasyInstall Hose Reel Cabinet is an all-in-one streamlined 
design that simplifies field installation and reduces the complexity of 
specifying a hose reel system. The cabinet comes pre-assembled, so 
installers only need to determine if they want top or bottom inlets, and 
whether to install recessed or surface-mounted.

Refrigerated Pizza Prep Table
Hoshizaki America, Inc.
Hoshizaki’s clean-sheet design includes an easy-access 
cooling system of back-to-front ducted airflow for even 
rail temperatures, a single refrigeration circuit with 
separate temperature settings for the rail and cabinet, and 
a night mode allowing pan storage in the rail with the lids 
closed overnight, automatically adjusting the setpoint up 
when the lids are closed, down when they’re open.

Call
TO SCHEDULE YOUR DEMO TODAY
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Frymaster FilterQuick Intuition
 Frymaster/Welbilt Brand
FilterQuick Intuition is designed to be superior to all 
previous 30-lb. fryers. This total redesign includes a 
capacitive touch screen, enhanced software, automatic 
internet connection, variable-speed filter pump, 
variable-speed combustion micro fans and more.

Kuvings Commercial 
Auto Blender Chef CB1000
 Kuvings
Vacuum blending has been the hot ticket in blending 
lately, pulling air out of the container before blending 
begins to create a remarkably smooth, fine consistency 
with greatly reduced oxidation and foam. Kuvings takes 
it to the next level with much quicker blending and 
true one-touch operation that automatically closes the 
enclosure, vacuum-seals the container, blends perfectly, 
shuts down and self-opens—all in 25 seconds.

Active Compression for 
Clamshell Griddle
Garland/Welbilt Brand
Traditionally, downforce on the top 
platen was achieved with weight 
distributed across the food product. 
A load of two patties or 10 created 
different cooking results. Active 
Compression solves that with 
a simple, reliable platen-
locking mechanism 
that lets the operator 
set the gap between 
top and bottom cook 
surfaces regardless 
of load. Consistent 
compression drops cook 
times almost by half.

The IBEX Oven
 ITW – Food Equipment Group
The IBEX Oven features cutting-edge solid-state radio 
frequency technology combined with convection heating to 
deliver fast, fresh, full-batch results and premium food quality 
across the entire menu. The IBEX closed-loop, digital cooking 
intelligence adapts to feedback from food in real time as it 
changes, always optimizing for both quality and speed during 
cooking, baking and reheating.


